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Gentlemen:
Oceanographic Services, Inc. (OSI) is pleased to submit Progress
Report Number 3, covering the period 2 April to 2 June 1973 under
contract NAS 5-21877.
A. Title: Acquisition and Analysis of Coastal Ground-Truth
Data for Correlation with ERTS-1 Imagery.
B. Principal Investigator: Dr. William A. Anikouchine,
GSFC ID PR 533.
C. Difficulties and Problems This Period: None.
D. Accomplishments:
1. Work is progressing on digital enhancement of spectral
information on CCT's of MSS data.




Santa Monica Bay (incomplete due to inclement weather).
Santa Barbara Channel
Monterey Bay
3. Ground truth data has been compared to MSS imagery
(9.5 + format) preliminarily.
E. Significant Results: Ground truth data agrees with MSS data
in a gross fashion; enhancement is required before definitive
assessments of overall correlations can be made.
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1. Complete computer software for digital enhancement of
MSS data.
2. Examine MSS data along cruise tracks for correlation with
ground truth.
3. Examine photographic enhancement of MSS film imagery
using photolithographic film techniques.
G. Published Material: None.
H. Additional Investigative Efforts: None recommended at this
time.
I. Changes in Standing Orders: None.
J. Image Description Forms: Updated list being prepared.
K. Data Request Forms: The following material was ordered
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. . . Continued












































































































































































































































































L. Additional Funds Required: None.
Sincerely,
0 He A.
William A. Anikouchine, PhD.
Senior Oceanographer
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